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Transformation and reflection of sound waves incident on a vapor-liquid He II boundary is 
considered. The general form of the boundary conditions is found and the transformation and 
reflection coefficients for the sound waves are determined. It is shown that second sound and 
sound propagating in vapor are mutually transformable, but there is practically no transforma
tion of first sound into second or into sound in vapor, and vice versa. 

WE shall consider the transformation and re
flection of sound waves obliquely incident on the 
boundary between He II and its vapor in equilibrium. 
The sound wave may propagate either from the 
liquid to the vapor or vice versa, and we deter
mine the general form of the boundary conditions 
on the surface between the vapor and the liquid 
He II. The particular case of normal incidence of 
second sound on the boundary between He II and its 
vapor, with both media in equilibrium, was consid
ered earlier by Pellam [ 1] and by Dingle [2]. 

Usually, when a sound wave is incident on a 
boundary between two media, a reflected and a re
fracted wave are produced in addition to the inci
dent wave. In the case of He II and its vapor the 
number of waves produced is not two but three. 
The presence of three waves rather than two is 
connected with the existence of two types of waves 
in He II, first and second sound. 

We confine ourselves to the frequency region 
w « c~/x (c 2-velocity of second sound, x-coeffi
cient of temperature conductivity in He II), in which 
the mean free paths of the vapor molecules and of 
the elementary excitations in He II are much 
shorter than the length of the sound wave; the 
usual hydrodynamic equations (without dispersion) 
can therefore be used in this frequency region for 
both the vapor and the liquid. In addition, simple 
estimates show that equilibrium is sure to exist 
between the liquid He II and its vapor in the fre
quency region w « c~/x. 

We consider sound waves in which all the 
thermodynamic quantities vary like exp ( -iwt 
+ ik · r) (w -frequency, k-wave vector directed 
along the wave propagation direction). 

1. REFLECTION AND TRANSFORMATION OF 
SECOND SOUND 

In the case when a second-sound wave T;i is 
incident on the boundary between He II and its 
vapor, two waves are produced in the liquid, T~r 
(reflected second-sound wave) and P~ (first-sound 
wave), and one more in the vapor, P' -adiabatic 
wave. Although we have neglected the thermal 
conductivity of the vapor, we must take into ac
count in the boundary conditions the heat wave in 
the vapor, which we denote by T' 1l. 

We align the interface with the (x, y) plane. It 
is easy to see that all the waves will have the same 
frequencies w and identical wave-vector com
ponents kx and ky. This leads directly to relations 
for the propagation directions of the resultant 
waves. Let (x, z) be the plane of incidence of the 
wave T;i, and let B2i, B2r, B1, and B be the angles 
between the directions of propagation of the waves 
T;i, T2r• P; and P' and the z axis. From the 
equality of kx and ky for these waves we then find 
that T~i• T2r• Pj, and P' all lie in the same plane, 
and 

sine = (c I c2) sin e2, 

where c 1-velocity of first sound in He II and 
c -adiabatic velocity of sound in the vapor. 

(1.1) 

1 )Here and throughout P; denotes the pressure oscillation 
in the first-sound wave, T; the temperature oscillation in the 
second-sound wave, P' the pressure oscillation in the sound 
wave in vapor and T' the temperature oscillation in the heat 
wave in the vapor. 
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We introduced a quantity 77 '(x, t) = 77 <o)exp(i wt 
+ ik · r) describing the oscillations of the separa
tion boundary (1/ <ol -amplitude of the oscillation of 
the separation boundary). The connection between 
the amplitudes of the sound waves is determined 
by the boundary conditions on the surface separ
ating the He II from its vapor; these conditions 
call for the equality of the forces acting on the 
boundary 

equality of the material flux densities through the 
boundary 

-cos e!P/0) I Cj + iwp l fj(O) = cos HP(O) I c + iwpv'l'j(0), 

equality of the energy flux densities through the 
boundary 

w l (-cos e!p!(O) I Cj + iwp l f](O) 

+cos Hz(T2i(O)- Tz/0>) p tPsCJ z 2T I PnCz 

= Wv (cos HP(O) I c + iwpvfJ(0l), 

equality of the temperatures 

Tz;(O) + Tzr(O) = P<O)~vT I PvCpv + T(O), 

and equality of the chemical potentials 

pz-lp!(O)- (Jl (T2i(O) + Tzr(OJ) 

= Pv-l p(O) - CJ v(P(O)~vT I PvCpv + T<0l), 

(1.2) 

h f t . ff" . t T<Ol T<ol w ere (]!-sur ace ensiOn coe ICien ; 2i , 2r, 
pj0', p<o>, T<o>_the respective amplitudes of the 
waves T;i, Tfr• Pj, P', and T'; Ps and Pn-super
fluid and normal densities of He II; T-temperature 
on the boundary; Pl, uz, wz-density, entropy, and 
heat function of He II, respectively; Pv• uv, Wv• 
Cpv• f:lv-the density, entropy, heat function, speci
fic heat, and coefficient of thermal expansion of 
the vapor, respectively. 

In the general case, the solutions of the system 
(1.2) are very cumbersome. However, recognizing 
that uz/uv « 1 and PviPz « 1, and also that sur
face tension can be neglected in the frequency 
range in question because the term that contains (]I 

is then negligibly small, (]IW/pc 1c~ « 1, we obtain 
for the solution of the system (1.2) 

P 1 (O) p<o) 2pv1v'Y COS B2 
T 2i(O) = T 2i(O) = cos B + r cos02' 

T ?/0> - cos B + r cos B2 
r zio> = cos u + r cos fJ2 • 

(1.3) 

where 

With the aid of (1.3) we determine the coeffi
cient of reflection of second sound QT2r from the 

boundary, and the coefficients of transformation of 
the second sound into first np; and into ordinary 
sound in vapor Qp' 

QT' = ( -cos B + r cos B2 ) 2 

ar cos tJ + r cos 62 ' 

Q '= 4 (pvclpz Ct) cos el cos Bz 
P, (cos ti + y COS 6z) 2 ' 

Qp, = 4r cos e cos e2 
(cos 6 + r cos B2)2 ' 

(1.4) 

where 

eos HI =( 1 - sin2 e2~12 1 Cz2) 'h, cos e = ( 1 - sin2 Hzc2 I Cz2) ''·· 

We see from (1.3) and (1.4) that the first-sound 
wave propagates parallel to the boundary, starting 
with the angle of incidence 82 = 8f (sin 8f = c2/c 1) 

while the sound wave propagates in the vapor start
ing with 82 = 8f' (sin 8f' = c2/c)' inasmuch as cos 81 
and cos 8 vanish at these angles of incidence. If 
82 > 82 and 82 > 82'' the values of cos 81 and cos 8 
respectively become pure imaginary, and the sound 
waves traveling parallel to the boundary begin to 
attenuate with increasing distance from the boun
dary, namely Pj along the negative z axis and P' 
along the positive z axis. Since 8!f > 8f, the second 
sound is completely reflected from the boundary 
when 82 = 8[[ (QTfr = 1), i.e., total internal reflec

tion of second sound takes place. Figure 1 shows 
that 8f', usually called the critical angle, exists 
only at temperatures exceeding 0.7oK when c be
comes larger than c 2. 

Qpj is an exceedingly small quantity in the en
tire temperature interval in question, so that the 
transformation of second sound into first can be 
neglected in practice. The largest transformation 
of second sound into ordinary sound in vapor (Fig
ure 2) occurs at normal incidence in the tempera
ture region 1-2°K. With increasing angle of in-
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the critical angle 8~. 
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of Op' at constant sec
ond-sound incidence angle (the figures on the curves denote 
the angles of second-sound incidence). 

cidence, Opt decreases greatly together with the 
temperature range in which Qpt has a maximum. 
The reason is that the critical angles are small in 
the temperature region in which the transformation 
of second sound is most noticeable. At sufficiently 
low temperatures (below 0.5°K), when all the ther
modynamic quantities are determined only by 
phonons, Opt tends to zero with decreasing tem
perature, and there is practically no transforma
tion of second sound. 

2. REFLECTION AND TRANSFORMATION OF A 
SOUND WAVE INCIDENT ON THE BOUNDARY 
FROM THE VAPOR 

In the case of incidence of a sound wave Pi from 
the vapor on the boundary between the He II and its 
vapor, two waves are produced in the liquid, Pj 
(first sound) and T2 (second sound); in addition, a 
reflected wave P~ is produced in the vapor. In 
addition to these sound waves, as in the preceding 
case, we take into account in the boundary condi
tions the thermal wave in the vapor Tt. We denote 
by ei, er, e1, and e2 the angles between the direc
tions of Pf. P~. Pj, P2 and the z axis, respectively. 
From the equality of kx for all four waves, we get 

Sr = 8; = e, sin 81 =sin 8c1 I c, sin 82 =sin 8c2 I c; (2.1) 

The connection between the amplitudes of the sound 
waves is determined by the boundary conditions 
(1.2), which in this case take the form 

p!(Ol- (P;(Ol + P/Ol) = awc-2 sin2 81](0), 

-cos eiP/0) I Cj + iwpz T](O) 

=COS 8{-P/0) + Pr<0l) I C + iwpvlJ(O), 

(. cos 61 p <ol + . <ol ) Ps Ciz 2T T <ol 6 w 1 - ~- 1 zwp1 TJ - p 1 --- 2 cos 2 
cl , Pn c2 

= Wv [co; e (- pi(O) + P/0)) + iWPvlJ(O) J ' 

T2(0) = {P;(O) + Pr(O)) ~vT I PvCpv + T(O), 

p z-lP/0)- (J l T(O) = Pv-1 (P;(O) + Pr(O)) 

(2.2) 

Neglecting surface tension, as before (aw/pzc 3 

« 1), and recognizing that uz/av « 1 and PviPl 
« 1, we obtain for the solution of the system (2.2) 

P/0 ) 2 cos 6 
pi<o) =cos 6 + r cos 62 ' 

T2<ol 

P;(O) 
2(pzo 1t 1 cos6 
cos ij + r cos ij2 ' 

Pr(O) cos 6- r cos 62 
P/o) = cos e + r cos 02 ' (2.3) 

where 

With the aid of (2.3) we determine the coeffi
cient Qp' of reflection of the incident wave from 

r 
the boundary, and the coefficients Opt and QT2 
of transformation of the incident wave into first 
and second sound, respectively: 

Q , _ 4 (pvcfp !Ct) COS 61 COS 6 
.Pf - (cos 6 + Y COS 62)2 ' 

Q 4r cos 6 cos 62 
T,' =(COS 6 + YCOS 82)2 ' 

Q • _ (cos e- r cos 6s ) 2 

Pr - cos 6 + r cos 62 I 
(2.4) 

where 

cos 81 = [1- (c 1 1 c) 2 sin2 e]'h. 

We see from (2.3) and (2.4) that when the sound 
is incident from the vapor the critical angle e" is 
determined from the relation sin e" = c/c2 and, 
unlike the preceding case of incidence of second 
sound, the angle exists only in a temperature region 
lower than 0. 7° K, in which c is smaller than c 2 

(Fig. 3). 
For the same reasons as before, we neglect the 

transformation of the incident wave into first 
sound. As can be seen from (1.4) and (2.4), Qp' 
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the critical angle en. 
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Pt;<0> + P1r(Ol- p(o) = aw2c1-2 sin2 81'11(0), 

cos 81 (Pii(O)- P1r(0l) / C1 + iwpz 'I'J(O) = cos 8P(0) / c + iwpv'I'J(0l, 

w 1 [cos 8i(P1i(O)- P 1r(0i) I c1 + iwp 1 'I'J(0l] 

-cos 82T2(0)P!,PsCJz 2T I PnC2 = Wv(cos 8P0 I c + iWPv'I'J(Ol), 

T(O) = p(O)~vT I PvCpv + T(O), 

Pl -1 (P;(O) + Pr(O)) - (Jl T(O) 

(3 .2) 

T,°K where 
FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of UT~ on the temperature 

at a constant angle of incidence of the sound wave from the 
vapor. (The numbers on the curves denote the soundwave 
angles of incidence.) 

and ilT2 are given by the same expressions, except 
that e and e2 depend differently on the angle of in
cidence in the two cases. Therefore in the case of 
normal incidence Qp' and ilT2 coincide (Figs. 2 
and 4), and ilT2 increases much less with increas
ing angle of incidence than Qp 1 • The reason is that 
critical angles now exist at low temperatures, at 
which the transformation of the incident wave into 
second sound is insignificant. At sufficiently low 
temperatures (below 0.5°K), when all the thermo
dynamic quantities are determined only by the 
phonons, there is practically no transformation of 
the incident wave, as in the preceding case. 

3. REFLECTION AND TRANSFORMATION OF 
FIRST SOUND 

In the case of incidence of first sound Pti on the 
boundary between He II and its vapor, two waves 
are produced in the liquid, P!r (reflected first 
sound) and T2 (second sound), and one wave in the 
vapor P'. In addition to these sound waves we 
include in the boundary conditions, as in the pre
ceding cases, the thermal wave in the vapor T'. 
We denote by 81i, 81r, 82, ()the angles between the 
directions Pti• Pir• T2, P' and the z axis, respec
tively. From the equality of kx for all four waves, 
we get 

sine= sin 8,c I c,. (3.1) 

The connection between the amplitudes of the 
sound waves is determined by the boundary condi
tions (2.1), which in this case take the form 

cos 8 = ( 1 - sin2 8,c2 1 c12 ) 'i•. 

Since c 1 is larger than c 2 or c, there are no 
critical angles in this case. Neglecting, the sur
face tension (aw/pzd « J), as before, and recog
nizing that az/av « 1 and PviPl « 1, we obtain 
the coefficients of reflection of the first sound 
from the separation boundary, Upjr of trans
formation of first sound into second sound QT2• 
and into ordinary sound in vapor Q p' 

Qp, = 1 - 4 (pvclp l cl) cos el 
1" cos e + r cos 82 

QT' = 4 (PvCIP l c,) Y cos 81 cos 82 
. (cos a + r cos 82)2 • 

Q 4 (pvc/p l c1) cos 81 cos 8 
p•= (cos8+rcos82) 2 · 

(3.3) 

Recognizing that az/av « 1 and PviPl « 1, we 
can put Qp~ = 1, and ilT2 = ilp' = 0, i.e., the first 
sound incident on the boundary between He II and 
its vapor is reflected almost completely. 

I consider it my pleasant duty to express deep 
gratitude to Professor I. M. Khalatnikov for a dis
cussion of the work and for valuable remarks. 
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